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What's New? 
The following table is a summary of new features and bugs fixed added in version 5.2: 

1. Cross-Application - New capabilities 

2. Cross-Application - Bug Fixes 

3. Insight Publisher - New capabilities 

4. Insight Publisher - Bug Fixes 

5. Insight Creator - New capabilities 

6. Insight Creator - Bug Fixes 

7. Change Log Viewer - Bug Fixes 

8. IDoc Monitor - New capabilities 

9. IDoc Monitor - Bug Fixes 
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Table 1: Cross-Application - New Capabilities - 

# Feature Description 

1  Draft Report New transaction /DCM/DRAFT was introduced as a 
dummy/playground report for internal tests in Insight Creator. 

2  File Viewer: Create Publisher 
Job Function 

The File viewer (/DCM/FILE_VIEW) was enhanced with a new 
toolbar function for quick creation of Publisher job. 

 

Table 2: Cross-Application - Bug Fixes - 

# Bug 

1  In SAP systems where unit of measure TAG (Day) wasn’t maintained and/or maintained in 
different dimension (not TIME), uncaught exception /DCM/CX_DATE_DURATION_INVALID was 
raised during execution of D’PROS products. 

2  In the File Viewer (/DCM/FILE_VIEW), the path didn’t support lowercase: All values were 
converted automatically to uppercase . 
In addition, the search help didn’t support Linux paths: slashes were converted into backslashes. 
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Table 3: Insight Publisher - New capabilities  - 

# Feature Description 

1  Job Attributes: Set Language The popup dialog of Job attributes was enhanced with input 
field Language for quick setting of job's language (instead of 
the default logon language). 

2  XLSX: Custom Sheet Name For file format XLSX, new parameter Sheet name was added 
to set a custom sheet name. 

3  XLSX: Navigation Links Navigation links (links for navigation to transaction via Web 
GUI/ITS) are now supported also in XLSX files, in similar to 
HTML. 

4  E-Mail - Share Link (Permalink) For distribution of Insight variants via email, new parameter 
Content Link was added to include a permalink in the email 
body, like is done in send via Outlook. 

5  XML: Include Initial Values For file format XML, new parameter “Include Initial Values” 
was added to include also initial (empty) values in the XML 
(w/o it, empty values are being omitted and no XML elements 
are created for them). 

6  Email: Job Log - Include Email 
Subject 

For better traceability of outgoing emails sent via Publisher, 
the job log was enhanced with the (actual) email subject. 

7  On-Demand: User Logon 
Validation 

On-Demand Publisher was enhanced with new validation 
checks for the user of the sender of the incoming e-mail: User 
isn’t locked, Logon validity period is valid. 

8  On-Demand: Support Report 
Variants of Insight Creator 

On-Demand Publisher now supports specifying the report’s 
variant name (by adding "with variant <variant_name>") also 
for Insight Creator variants. 
* With variants is supported only in case one of the following 
attributes is set in the Insight Creator attributes: User-specific, 
via sel. screen, variants for Sel. 

 

Table 4: Insight Publisher - Bug Fixes - 

# Bug 

1  In case a filename is set with spaces (either in simple or expert mode), spaces were being 
removed. e.g. "Name With Spaces" was converted into "NameWithSpaces". 

2  During generation of XLSX, there is an internal generation of sharedStrings.xml file (contained in 
the XLSX file), which contains all the string values . 
In case of split, the sharedStrings.xml contained redundant data of all the values, instead of only 
the records for this specific split value/file. 

3  For Insight Creator variants with display modes D (Aggregation - Detailed)/G (Groups), while 
trying to split by ALV layout field, the ALV layout hasn't been recognized and the field couldn’t be 
selected: Search help wasn’t available and error message /DCM/ADA 028 - "Field does not exist 
in report  layout" was raised. Text symbols of ALV layout fields were also not available. 
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# Bug 

4  In On-Demand Publisher, in case an explicit file format was specified (e.g. My Smart Publisher 
XLSX), the generated file extension was incorrect: The original file extension was set instead of 
the one which matches the requested file format (e.g. HTML instead of XLSX). 

5  In the E-mail distribution method, while setting the same recipient (email address) multiple 
times both as CC/BCC and To, the recipient type (To/CC/BCC) was determined by the first record 
instead of the importance of the recipient type (e.g. In case the recipient is set both as To and 
CC, it should be delivered to him as To). 

6  In the Publisher monitor, the column of 'Number of executions', which lists the number of On-
Demand executions, displayed the correct value only for Publisher jobs with scheduled job 
(currently or in the past). 

7  In case of error during format conversion (e.g. due to invalid XML transformation) dump 
occurred due to runtime error OBJECTS_OBJREF_NOT_ASSIGNED (exception 
CX_SY_REF_IS_INITIAL) in method /DCM/CL_ADA_LOG->MSG_EXCEPTION_ADD instead of an 
error message. 

8  During generation of text files, in case of output of a single column (Only one column is set in the 
ALV layout), empty values generated a redundant delimiter (e.g. "," is set instead of ""). 

9  In the search help “Report by Transaction” (/DCM/PROGRAMM_TRANS), in case of unrestricted 
result set and/or when report name was entered, error message V50R 011- "Delivery scenario 
HCO1 missing (see long text)" was raised and runtime error DBIF_RSQL_INVALID_CURSOR 
(exception CX_SY_OPEN_SQL_DB) occurred in FM /DCM/CA_F4IF_SHLP_EXIT_P_TRANS. 

10  In the search help Publisher job ID (/DCM/JOB_ADMIN), in case the system settings "Max. 
number of hits to be displayed" is defined as unrestricted (0), no results were returned. 

11  In the Publisher monitor, in case of error during import (e.g. due to XML content), no error 
message was displayed. 
In addition, in case of invalid file format, irrelevant error message VSCAN 033 - "Virus scan 
profile /SCET/GUI_UPLOAD is not active" was raised. 

12  In the monitor (/DCM/PUBLISHER_ADM), deactivating a background job didn’t update few of the 
ALV output fields: Lights (Status), Background user, Language. 

13  Selecting Microsoft Excel view in the Publisher monitor (/DCM/PUBLISHER_ADM) ALV led to 
runtime error TABLE_INVALID_INDEX in /DCM/ADA_JOBS_ADM_CLS01 method toolbar_add. 
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Table 5: Insight Creator - New capabilities 

# Feature Description 

1  Import for Update (Import to An 
Existing Variant) 

New function was added to the Insight Creator monitor: 
Import Update. This allows to import only changes/delta from 
one system/client into another (instead of creating a whole 
new variant). 

2  Navigation Type - Report 
Transaction / Parameter 
Transaction 

Navigations were enhanced with new navigation type: Report 
transaction -  
Allows navigating to other ALV reports (including other Insight 
Creator transactions) and specifying the report variant and 
the selection screen parameters. 
Parameter transaction –  
Allows navigation to any transaction (non-report) and setting 
the SPA/GPA parameters. 

3  Toolbar Function - Input Popup Toolbar function was enhanced with an implicit mechanism 
for user input during execution (not from fields/variables). 
In the mapping of function, new attribute 'Input' was added. 
In case at least one field is set with it, an input popup with all 
the input fields would be displayed to the user before 
executing the toolbar function. 
The default values in the popup would be set according to the 
existing mapping (Variable, constant, system variable). 

4  Aggregation Column - Condition Aggregation column was enhanced with condition field. 
The condition field allows to determine which record will take 
part in the aggregation calculation (only for records whose 
condition field value isn’t initial). 

5  Version Management Insight Creator variants were enhanced with version 
management mechanism. In addition to ‘Generate version’, it 
supports display all the available versions and Import Update, 
Export and Delete version. 
The following new authorizations for object /DPS/RETAD are 
required : 
Actvt=V1 - Create version 
Actvt=V3 - Display version 
Actvt=V4 - Delete version 

6  Toolbar Function BAdI - 
Generate Type 

As part of Insight toolbar function implementation, the 
developer may define a list of fields in the view Fields under 
"Define Toolbar Functions". 
For quicker implementation, new function "Generate Type" 
was added to the toolbar. It generates automatically type 
TS_FUNC_DATA, with all the fields, in the implementing class 
of the BAdI. 

7  Copy Column: Copy Navigation During copy column, the navigation is now also being copied. 

8  Mapping: System Variable 
Search Help - Field Aware 

In mappings, the search help of system variable is field-aware 
(i.e. only compatible system fields will be displayed). 
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9  Function/Navigation Mapping - 
System Variable 

In the mapping of function/navigation, system variables are 
now also supported. 

10  Input Column - Listbox: Include 
Values In The List 

In input columns with listbox, the dropdown list includes now 
also the value, in addition to the value’s description (e.g. “E 
(Error)” instead of “Error”). 

11  Formula Function: 
GET_USER_PARAMETER 

New formula function was introduced: 
GET_USER_PARAMETER - Get the value of a user 
parameter/parameter ID (maintained in SU01). 

12  Navigation 
Transaction/Business Object - 
Where-Used 

New transaction /DPS/RET_NAV_WUSED was introduced to 
display where-used (Insight Creator variants) of navigation 
business objects/transactions. 

13  HTML/XLSX: Link 
(URL/Email/Telephone Link) - 
Direct Link 

During publish of HTML/XLSX files with navigation links, links 
of URL/Email/Telephone are set with direct links instead of 
passing through ITS (the current implementation calls is via 
standard navigation via SAP GUI ITS). 

14  Call Rainbow Transaction (API) - 
Parameters/Filter - Support 
Selection Option 

In the method /DPS/CL_RET_RAINBOW_API-
>CALL_TRANSACTION, the parameters (IV_PARAMS) and filter 
(IV_FILTER) now supports also selection option (instead of 
only equal, which was supported so far): 
>=, <=, >, <, [=] (Contain pattern), including excluded values 
(with ! prefix). 
e.g. MATNR ![=]’AB*’ will be converted into Excluding MATNR 
contain pattern ‘AB*’. 

15  Call Rainbow Transaction (API) - 
Dynamic Selections 

Method /DPS/CL_RET_RAINBOW_API->CALL_TRANSACTION 
now supports also dynamic selections via parameter 
IV_DYNSEL_PARAMS. 

16  Navigation Object: Transaction 
Code 

New business object /DCM/TCODE (Transaction code) was 
introduced. It allows execution of SAP transaction (w/o 
parameters). 

17  Variant Info (Documentation) - 
Menu 

The variant info (documentation) was enhanced with top 
navigation menu. 

18  Column Context-Menu: Variant 
Info  

The context-menu of column was extended with new function 
Info to quickly display the column information in the variant 
info. 

19  Variable Context-Menu The variables data view was enhanced with context-menu  
Variables which includes variable functions, include variant 
info. 

20  Paint Rule Context-Menu The Paint rules overview was enhanced with context-menu 
Rules, which includes the rule functions, Including variant 
info. 

21  List Count - Filtered Records in 
Percent 

The List count info dialog was enhanced with number of 
filtered records (out of total records) in percent. 

22  Overview ALVs: Non-Technical 
Formula Expression 

In the overview ALVs which includes a formula expression 
(Columns overview, Paint rules overview, Variables overview, 
Groups overview), an additional column for formula 
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expression with non-technical field names was added (The old 
column is called “Expression Value (Tech)”). 

23  Aggregation Column: 
Count/Rank – Optional Field 

In aggregation column, for aggregation functions Count/Rank, 
the field is irrelevant (The calculation is done for the record 
and not for a specific field) . 
For better UX, field was set as optional for these aggregation 
functions. 

24  Text Columns as ALV Text Fields Text columns are now being set as text field of their 
corresponding column in the ALV field catalog. 
This adds some extra functionality, like displaying the 
description of the subtotal value in case of subtotals. 

25  SAPUI5 App URL Link - Support 
HTTPURLLOC 

In the Insight Creator monitor (/DPS/RAINBOWALV), SAPUI5 
function allows to open the SAPUI5 app in browser. 
A technical change was made, so the standard address can be 
adjusted manually in SAP-standard table in HTTPURLLOC by 
specifying the application /BSP/DPS/RET_RAINBOW. 

 

Table 6: Insight Creator - Bug Fixes - 

# Bug 

1  When a new column was added, it was being added in the maximal width instead of optimized 
width. The issue occurred only on after the initial addition of the column and not after the report 
was re-executed. 

2  While executing an Insight creator variant via selection screen, trying to set a selection option 
(EQ, GE, etc.) for Select-Options didn’t display any dialog and option couldn't be selected. 
Another side-effect could be in case the original report didn’t return any results, the Insight 
Creator could display a "dummy" report with 6 records and only custom columns (This is because 
the ALV of the Maintain Selection Option Dialog was used as the base ALV). 

3  Record keys were generated with concatenated values instead of fixed length key. 
e.g. for plant ABC lgort 1000 the row key was 'ABC1000' instead of 'ABC 1000’. 
The correction affects only newer Insight Creator variants (Created on release V5.2 or later). 

4  For columns (formula, input) whose data type is set with foreign key/values table, in case of 
values table with partial key (Only some of the key fields are mapped. e.g. data element POSNR), 
performance issues could occur. 

5  In input column with listbox (dropdown), the values in the listbox could be duplicated multiple 
times (depending on the number of preceding columns). 
The issue didn't occur when you set the Listbox attribute for the first time, but only when you re-
execute the report. 

6  In the list of favorites/recently used variants in Insight the Creator monitor (/DPS/RAINBOWALV), 
in case the user clicked/executed a variant w/o the required authorization for authorization 
object /DPS/RETAD (actvt = 16 - Execute), runtime error occurred in method 
/DPS/CL_RET_RAINBOW_EXEC=>EXEC_AUTH_CHECK (called by 
/DPS/CL_RET_HTML_PAGE_PRODUCT->/DCM/IF_CA_HTML_PAGE_HANDLER~ON_EVENT) due to 
uncaught exception /DPS/CX_RET_VARIANT_ERROR, instead of error message. 
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# Bug 

7  In case of a formula which includes a comparison, runtime error CONVT_NO_NUMBER could 
occur in CL_FOEV_FORMULA lcl_comparison->evaluate in case of a comparison between 
unconvertible types. This could occur in case the data type of column/variable was changed after 
the formula has already been created (e.g. In aggregation column, when the aggregation 
function was changed from SUM to EXIST). 

8  In formula column, during update of the formula expression, change documents weren’t being 
written although they should. 

9  On where-used of column/variable, toolbar functions/navigations/authorizations which are using 
the column/variable, weren’t being returned in the results. 

10  In the ALV, in case a single column was displayed, it has automatically been expanded to fit the 
whole width of the table, although it shouldn’t. 

11  In several places (Groping KPI, Graph’s Y axis values, input column values, SAPUI5 app data 
table), during the output of the currency values, the currency key/unit hasn't been taken into 
account. As a result, the displayed value could be incorrect (e.g. internal value of 60.00 JPY was 
displayed as 60.00 JPY instead of 6000 JPY). 

12  In case an Insight Creator which is based on a snapshot, selecting to display the Count field 
(adding it the set of displayed columns in the ALV layout) may led to runtime error 
ITAB_ILLEGAL_COMPONENT in subroutine SAPLSKBH COLLECT and/or uncaught exception 
/DPS/CX_RET_COLUMN in method /DPS/CL_RET_COLUMNS=>COLUMN_GET. 

13  In the context-menu of column, the functions for Display/Change/Copy were checked for 
authorization against incorrect activity (for authorization object /DPS/RET): ACTVT=90 (Copy) 
instead of the corresponding activity. 

14  In the Function screen, leaving an optional field empty in the mapping, raised error "Field does 
not exist" although it should be allowed. 

15  During deletion of column with manual navigation, the navigation wasn’t being deleted as well . 
In case a new column with the same name was added later on, it would be assigned with the old 
(deleted) navigation. 

16  In the navigation/function screen, validation of mapping was done on modification (after every 
change) instead of only after Enter . 
As a result, any change of source (Variable, System variable, etc.) triggered directly error 
message "Field does not exist" before displaying the search help for values . 

17  During calculation of aggregations (Selection of cell values, Context-menu Aggregate, List count), 
in case of quantity values of different unit of measures error message /DCM/CA 071 - "Different 
base unit of measure; conversion impossible" was displayed and the aggregation value wasn't 
calculated, even if these are units of the same dimension (which can be converted). 

18  In several text containers (Comment, Column/Variable/Paint rule formula), when the text is 

empty, the Web GUI (SAP GUI for HTML) control displayed garbled text (e.g. ꋐꁩߟ) instead of 
empty text. The issue didn't occur in SAP GUI. 

19  In case of an ALV with elementary decimal fields (Type P, not defined in dictionary), the 
corresponding generated data fields could have an incorrect length: Output length instead of 
number of characters . 
In case of decimal number with max number of characters (31), it may lead to runtime error due 
to uncaught exception CX_PARAMETER_INVALID_RANGE in method CL_ABAP_ELEMDESCR-
>GET_P (called by /DCM/CL_CA_ABAP_UTIL->RTTI_ELEM_DFIES_GET). 
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# Bug 

20  In case of an input column with an invalid data element (e.g. exist in the past, but not anymore), 
Runtime error occurred due to uncaught exception /DCM/CX_CA_DDIC_FIELD_INVALID in 
/DPS/CL_RET_COLUMN_CUSTOM->IS_COLUMN_F4_AVAIL. 
A similar issue (in method /DPS/CL_RET_COLUMN_CUSTOM->IS_COLUMN_WITH_VALS) could 
occur in case the listbox attribute was set. 

21  While trying to copy a Table lookup column w/o mapping, error message /DPS/RET 141 - "Error 
occurred when mapping data" was raised and the column couldn’t be copied. 

22  In formula functions LPAD/RPAD, in case argument i_length was set with 0, runtime error 
OBJECTS_NOT_CHAR occurred in method /DCM/CL_CA_STRING_UTIL=>PAD_STRING_GET . 

23  In formula function COUNT_SUBSTRING, in case the argument I_SUBSTRING is initial, runtime 
error occurred due to uncaught exception CX_SY_FIND_INFINITE_LOOP. 

24  In formula functions FIND_REGEX, FIND_REGEX_SUBMATCH, in case the argument I_REGEX 
(regular expression) is invalid (e.g. '?'), runtime error occurred due to uncaught exception 
CX_SY_INVALID_REGEX. 

25  In formula functions DATE_GET_MONTH_FIRST/DATE_GET_MONTH_LAST, an invalid year value 
(e.g. 27.01.0022) may led to runtime error due to uncaught exception DAY_IN_NOT_VALID in FM 
SLS_MISC_GET_LAST_DAY_OF_MONTH. 

26  In the SAPUI5 app direct link (URL) with HTTPS protocol were blocked by the web browsers due 
to escaping of the URL. 

27  In the SAPUI5 app, in case of columns of type hex/raw value, error message "Type conflict in 
method call" was raised and the page wasn't loaded. 

28  In comment collaboration, in case one or more of the key fields were hidden (in the ALV layout), 
the outgoing email didn't include these fields, although it should include all the key fields. 

29  In case of error in function (e.g. incomplete mapping), the log button wasn’t displayed 
immediately, but only after any update/refresh . 
Alternatively, in case the log contains only warning messages except the function error, the 
button icon was warning instead of error. 

30  In the Table lookup screen, the numeric aggregation functions (SUM, AVG, etc.) weren't available 
for selection when aggregation function EXIST is set, even if the field is numeric. 

31  In case of an input variable with an empty formula, redundant warning message SFB 004 - 
"Formula cannot be evaluated because it is empty" was written to the log. 

32  In method /dps/cl_ret_rainbow_api->call_transaction, passing an invalid column name led to 
runtime error ASSERTION_FAILED in method 
CL_SALV_BS_FILTER=>DO_STRATEGY_DYNAMIC_WHERE. 

33  In method /dps/cl_ret_rainbow_api->call_transaction, in case a numeric column is set with non-
numeric value, runtime error CONVT_NO_NUMBER could occur in method 
CL_SALV_BS_FILTER=>DO_STRATEGY_DYNAMIC_WHERE  or in subroutine LSLVC_DIALOGF18 
LVC_FILTER_APPLY10. 

34  In case the Insight Creator variant attributes includes an ALV layout, the colors of the original 
report weren't loaded despite 'Consider original coloring' was set. 

35  After executing Send via Outlook with navigation links, several follow-up actions could lead to 
runtime error GETWA_NOT_ASSIGNED in method 
/DPS/CL_RET_DATA=>DATA_RECORD_KEY_GET. 
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# Bug 

36  In the navigation screen (of column), trying to delete an invalid navigation (e.g. when the 
business object doesn't exist), runtime error could occur due to uncaught exception 
/DPS/CX_RET_NAVIGATION_VALID. 

37  In several search helps (DB Lookup field, Insight Creator New Transaction Code, Suggested 
Transactions, Transaction Report, Graph ID, Column name, Variable name, Insight toolbar 
function, KPI Name), in case the system settings "Max. number of hits to be displayed" is defined 
as unrestricted (0), no results were returned. 

38  Selecting Microsoft Excel view in the Insight Creator monitor (/DPS/RAINBOWALV) ALV led to 
runtime error TABLE_INVALID_INDEX in /DPS/RET_MONITOR_CLS method toolbar_add. 
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Table 7: Change Log Viewer – Bug Fixes  - 

# Bug 

1  For some change document objects, restricting criteria by fields of the primary key, returned no 
results . 
This was relevant for the following objects: BANF, BELEGMASS, BELEGR, BETRIEB, ESPHR, ESSUB, 
FMFCPO, FMFCTR, FMFONDS, FMFPO, FMFUSE, MIETVERTR, NRINTERVAL, ORDERBUCH, PLAN, 
QUOTEN, RKAUFTRAG. 

2  In the fields external value of old/new value (OLDVA/NEWVA), the corresponding currency 
key/unit wasn't being taken into account. As a result, the displayed value could be incorrect (e.g. 
internal value of 60.00 JPY was displayed as 60.00 JPY instead of 6000 JPY). 

3  Selecting Microsoft Excel view in the Change Log Viewer (/DCM/CLEAR_LOG) ALV led to runtime 
error TABLE_INVALID_INDEX in /DCM/CLRL_OBJECT_CHANGES method toolbar_add. 
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Table 8: IDoc Monitor - New capabilities  - 

# Feature Description 

1  ALV: Attribute Columns In the IDoc monitor ALV, new dedicated output columns were 
added for attributes in order to consolidate different fields of 
the same attribute to the same column. 
The columns are invisible by default. 

2  ALV: IDoc Basic Type Column Column IDoc basic type was added to the ALV output. 

 

Table 9: IDoc Monitor – Bug Fixes  - 

# Bug 

1  In case of selection of many IDocs/segments, the selection/processing took a lot of time due to 
non-optimal code. 

2  In case of a definition of several indexation fields for the same segment field of different IDoc 
basic types (of the same message type. e.g. E1EDP19-IDTNR for message type ORDERS basic type 
ORDERS02, ORDERS05), in the ALV output the column was being duplicated: The column was 
displayed once for each Basic type instead of one shared column for all the basic types. 
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